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Abstract

Service Oriented Computing (SOC) is a paradigm for building new software applications from existing loosely-coupled services. During service composition, services available to play different roles in a composition may have variations in their business-level protocols. These protocols may involve communication between two services in a point-to-point relationship, or communication among more than two services. Furthermore, as the business processes change, those protocols need to be modified to reflect the changes. In this paper, we propose a method to describe protocols between roles that services will play in the composition by specifying the temporal constraints. An automated aggregation of those protocols is then carried out to produce role-centric views. Protocol compatibility of available services can then be checked against these views. We will show how our approach supports the incremental specification of protocols and the flexibility of changing protocols.

1. Introduction

In a business transaction, different services provided by business applications need to interact with each other in order to accomplish a predefined goal. Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) and networking infrastructure enable developers to build distributed applications which comprise of loosely-coupled services from different businesses. SOC facilitates inter-organisation interactions, requiring less human intervention than earlier approaches [1]. In SOC, application development is a process consisting of service discovery, evaluation and composition. To support composition of services, a variety of standards such as WSDL and SOAP have helped resolving the heterogeneity in implementation platforms. However, standardisations in the syntactic interface description of services (e.g. WSDL) alone is not sufficient to ensure the correct interoperation of services [2]. Previous work in component-based software engineering suggests that there are 4 levels of component interface specification: syntactic, behavioural, synchronisation and QoS (Quality of Service) [3-5]. In this paper, we are focusing on behavioural interoperability, in particular the sequence of exchanged messages (protocols) between services. The protocols need to be encoded and enforced so that the services are invoked correctly. We need to specify protocols within a compositional representation that is independent from the implementation of particular services.

The description of point-to-point protocols between services in a composition is necessary but may not be enough to ensure that a business transaction is carried out correctly. It may be necessary to model the protocol interactions between multiple (3 or more) services in a composition. Consider, for example, a holiday booking scenario. While a hotel room might be initially reserved, the finalisation of the hotel booking can only be done after the booking of air tickets is confirmed. There is therefore an interaction between the client-to-hotel booking protocol and the client-to-airline booking protocol. This requires dependencies between protocols to be specified and enforced. In an orchestrated composition, these dependencies are typically captured in the sequencing of scripted service invocations (e.g. as in BPEL). However, in the ever-changing world of Web services, this imperative approach is brittle if the protocols, which are implicitly followed in the orchestration script, need to change. Protocols may change as the business processes change to better suit the customer's needs. Protocols may also change as various services with different protocol requirements are bound to the composition.
Consequently, the service composition has to update its protocols and their dependencies to reflect such changes. To facilitate this process, the service composition should have a mechanism that enables it to adapt to protocol changes dynamically. The composition also needs to present an aggregated view of the protocols and their dependencies relevant to each of the services in the composition.

In this paper, we address the problem of (i) how to represent protocols between services, (ii) how to aggregate the protocols and their dependencies to create consistent views, (iii) how to make sure protocols used by the services are compatible, and (iv) how to enforce the agreed protocols. The approach taken in this paper is to maintain a run-time organisational representation of the service composition using the ROAD (Role Oriented Adaptive Design) framework [6, 7]. This representation is internal to the compositional infrastructure, which includes entities that represent abstract service definitions (roles) and contracts between those roles. In ROAD, a role is a “position” within an organisational structure that can be filled at different times by different services that provide the same functionalities.

We will show how the definitions of valid protocols between services are stored in contracts in terms of temporal constraints specified by using the Interaction Rule Specification (IRS) [8], an extension of Specification Pattern System (SPS) [9]. As a service may be involved in a multi-party interaction, it follows that the role that the service plays may have associations (contracts) with a number of other roles. The dependencies between protocols in a multi-party interaction are modelled as dependencies between protocols specified in contracts. For a service to play a role, it must be able to follow the protocols prescribed by that role and the dependencies between contracts associated with that role. We therefore need to be able to describe a set of aggregated ‘role-centric’ protocols that services can follow. We will show how multi-party protocols can be aggregated and reasoned about within the composition using the IRS formalism.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a motivating example as a basis for further discussion. Section 3 gives a brief introduction to the ROAD framework. We discuss our approach to protocol specification in Section 4. Section 5 illustrates how the aggregation of protocols and the consistency checks are done. Then the compatibility checking and run-time monitoring of protocols are detailed in Section 6. In Section 7, we show how our approach to protocol specification supports the dynamic changes of protocols. We review some related work in protocol specification in section 8. Finally, section 9 concludes with a summary and a discussion of future work.

2. A motivating example

In this section, we present a scenario of a book supply chain service composition to illustrate the differences in protocols between interacting services and the need to have an aggregated specification of protocols. In the subsequent sections, we will detail our approach based on this scenario.

A large institutional library frequently buys books from different book vendors. In order to automate the process, the library decides to introduce a Web service (Buyer role) that will take an order from a librarian and interact with various vendors’ Web services (Vendor roles), e.g., Amazon’s Web service, to ask for quotes and order books. Clearly, there are many business level protocols that govern the interaction between the library and the vendors. Some of these involve the sequences of interactions, for example terms of payment (payment before delivery, or delivery before payment), conditions of order cancellation, non-delivery of goods, etc. As these services were developed by different organisations, there may be mismatches in the constraints on the sequence of interactions between services (i.e. “protocol mismatch” [10]) due to different assumptions made during development process [10-12]. Therefore flexibility and adaptation in protocols are needed in order for the library’s Web service to interact with a range of different book vendors’ services that have not been foreseen during the design phase. Figure 1 illustrates a point-to-point protocol mismatch between Buyer and Vendor services. If the library requires a book delivery before the payment can be made, while the vendor requires payment before it can deliver the books, then they cannot carry out the transaction although the vendor has good prices on the books required.

![Figure 1: Point-to-point protocol mismatch](image)

In addition, as pointed out in the previous section, protocol mismatches may also arise because of dependencies between protocols in a composition. Consider a scenario in which three services are composed: a book Buyer, a Vendor, and a Broker whose role is to purchase books on behalf of the Buyer. A
simplified example of the interactions between these services is illustrated as an UML activity diagram in Figure 2. The Broker pays the Vendor so that the transaction can be carried out, and then the Buyer can repay the Broker once it receives the books.

![Figure 2: The simplified book procurement protocol as an UML activity diagram](image)

In this scenario, there are constraints on the sequence of interactions between Buyer and Broker (e.g. Buyer places an order, waits for delivery, then pays the Broker), and between Broker and Vendor (e.g. order confirmation before sending out payment). Apart from these constraints, there are also the dependencies between these two point-to-point protocols, e.g. the Broker cannot place an order on the Vendor until it receives an order from the Buyer. These dependencies are just as important as the protocols themselves, and have to be specified in order to ensure that the interactions are carried out correctly. Therefore the protocol specification should be able to encapsulate the protocols between two roles and also dependencies between protocols.

In addition, as business processes change, it should be relatively easy to modify the system. For example, after the system is in operation for a while, the library changes its policy so that it agrees to pay certain well-trusted vendors before expecting a delivery. Alternatively, change could result from replacing service that plays a role in the composition: the required book may only be available from a vendor that insists on a different protocol (e.g. the vendor invoices its sales and expects to be paid on invoice).

The next sections show how to realise the above example by introducing a method to specify the protocols and their dependencies so that we can achieve the precision in protocol specification and the adaptation to changing protocols.

3. Protocols in ROAD

Our approach is to use the ROAD (Role-Oriented Adaptive Design) framework [6, 7] to model the service composition as a role-based structure. In the above scenario, there are three roles: Buyer, Broker and Vendor. As shown in Figure 3 different services can play a role at different times provided they can fulfill the requirements of the role. Services interact with each other via role interactions.

![Figure 3: Protocols in a ROAD service composite](image)
permissible sequences of transactions that can occur between roles.

In the ROAD framework, contracts are implemented using association-aspects [13, 14], an extension to the AspectJ compiler. Such association-aspects allow contract instances to be created that associate groups of objects (in this case associations of role instances). ROAD contracts (being association-aspects) have the ability to intercept the communications between these roles using pointcut pattern matching on method signatures. This interception is used to verify and prevent communication not authorised by the contract. In this way contracts perform a similar function to interceptors in conventional middleware. As specified in our previous work [6, 7], ROAD contracts have the functions of Interaction Monitor (monitoring the messages sent and received between roles) and Request-Response Transaction Monitor (monitoring and associating between request and response messages). In this paper, we extend its function to include the Protocol Monitor which maintains the state of the conversations (sequences of transactions) between the roles involved in the contract and checks if they follow the predefined protocols.

An organiser provides an overall management over roles and contracts within its composition. Organiser can create (and destroy) roles, and create (and revoke) contracts between these roles and the binding between roles and services. The organiser also provides a management interface that allows the non-functional requirements of the composite to be set. These functionalities are described elsewhere [7]. In this paper, we will focus on the organiser’s management of protocols. In the context of maintaining valid protocol descriptions in its composite, the organiser is responsible for writing protocols to the contracts it creates between the roles. It maintains a model of the dependency constraints between these contract protocols. As shown in Figure 3, the organiser also is responsible for aggregating the protocols in a role’s various contracts into a single role-centric protocol description for each of its roles (Cf. Section 5). In the example given in Figure 3, this aggregation is trivial for the Vendor and Buyer roles because each of these roles is only involved in a single contract. However, the Broker role has two contracts – one with the Buyer and one with the Vendor. We describe the formalism for specifying protocols in contracts and performing this aggregation in Section 4.

The adaptability that ROAD provides is the ability to have different services playing roles at different times, to create new role instances and to revoke/create contracts between roles thus the structure of a composition can be changed dynamically. In this paper, we extend the ROAD framework so that it can cope with changing business protocols dynamically by providing protocol compatibility check, monitoring and enforcing interaction protocols at run-time. The ROAD framework only provides an infrastructure to maintain the representation and enforcement protocols, the knowledge required to define protocols and their dependencies is provided by the business analysts and programmers.

4. Protocol specifications and protocol dependencies

In order to specify the protocols, we use temporal constraint formalism. We adopt the Interaction Rule Specification (IRS) [8], which is an extension of Specification Pattern System (SPS), to specify the temporal constraints of the protocols between two roles and store the specifications in the contract.

The SPS provides a high-level specification abstraction to specify temporal properties of system interactions [9]. This temporal approach has some advantages over other formalisms (e.g. π-calculus, Petri nets) in that we only need to define the order of occurrence or absence of the events of interest. The SPS allows us to specify the protocols in terms of occurrence patterns (the occurrence of a given event/state during system execution) and order patterns (the relative order in which multiple events/states occur during system execution). Each pattern has a scope, which is the extent of the program execution over which the pattern must hold. There are five basic kinds of scopes: global, before, after, between, and after-until [15]. It supports incremental description of system properties in an easy to understand manner compared to other formalisms [2, 8, 9].

Figure 4 shows the protocols in Buyer-Broker (BB) contract using SPS in the book procurement scenario as depicted in Figure 2. The order pattern “precedes” specifies that the first event (e.g. Broker.order) is a necessary pre-condition which enables the occurrence of the second event (e.g. Buyer.orderConfirmation). The order pattern “leads to” describe cause-effect relationships; the first event – the cause (e.g. Buyer.receiveDelivery) must eventually be followed by the second event – the effect (e.g. Broker.receivePayment). Being in plain English, it is easier for business customers to understand and cooperate with programmers to define IRS constraints from a set of business rules.
However, the SPS does not consider the parameters of the operations/events. It is argued that the effect of different parameter values should be taken into consideration with the service interaction logic \([2, 8]\). The Buyer should be able to place multiple orders while waiting for deliveries of previous orders.

Therefore, the IRS [8] addresses this limitation of SPS by adding the `where`-clause associating the specific operation invocations of interest and relationship between their parameters/return values. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the complete specifications of the protocols in Buyer-Broker (BB) and Broker-Vendor (BV) contracts. The `where`-clauses in the specifications mean that each book order request will trigger the creation of a different context keeping track of the protocols, and the protocols have to be followed within that given order.

The dependencies between protocols in contracts in the composition are also important to ensure that the interactions are carried out correctly. For example, in the case that the Broker sends order confirmation to Buyer before it receives the order confirmation from Vendor; the Buyer-Broker and Broker-Vendor protocols are still correct, but the correctness of the transaction as a whole has been violated. Figure 7 shows an example of dependencies between Buyer-Broker (BB) contract and Broker-Vendor (BV) contract.

5. Protocol aggregation

A service is to play a certain role in the composition. In order to verify the compatibility between service’s protocol and the required protocol, a role-centric aggregation of contract protocols and their dependencies is required. In order to facilitate the dynamic changes of protocols, the role-centric protocol aggregation is done automatically by a parser generated by the ANTLR Parser Generator [16], then the consistency of the role-centric protocol will be checked to ensure the correctness of the aggregation. This is performed dynamically by the organiser.

We define the structure of Interaction Rule Specifications with a grammar (lexer and parser in ANTLR terminology). The ANTLR Parser Generator then generates the code of a parser based on that.
grammatical structure description. The parser interprets the protocol descriptions in the contracts associated with a given role and their dependencies managed by the organiser, and then it produces a description of the role-centric protocol for that role. As an illustration, Figure 8 details the required protocol for the Broker role which is an aggregation of the protocols in Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7. For simplicity, the where-clauses have been omitted from the protocol specification. Then these constraints are checked for consistency by the organiser.

![Figure 8: Broker role-centric protocol aggregation (where-clauses omitted)](image)

In order to perform the consistency check, it is required to define formal semantics for the temporal constraints. There are various formal mappings as listed in [15], such as Linear Temporal Logic, Computation Tree Logic, Quantified Regular Expression, etc. However these formalisms require a strong expertise level and mathematical background which many if not most developers are not familiar with. We adopt Finite State Automata (FSA) based semantic model for the IRS as defined in [8] to formally express the constraints specified in contracts, the dependencies between contracts and the aggregated role-centric views in roles. Each constraint pattern has a corresponding FSA as defined in [8]. The FSAs and their composition will form the basis for consistency and compatibility reasoning.

The FSA translations and consistency check are done by the FSA Generator in the organiser. Figure 9 illustrates this process.

![Figure 9: FSA Generator in an organiser](image)

The protocol specification in Figure 8 is input into the Parser and FSA Translator (PFT) which parses the constraints and produces an FSA corresponding to each constraint. Then the consistency check is carried out by the FSA Composer and Consistency Checker (FCCC) based on the generated FSAs. The PFT and the FCCC are part of the FSA Generator. The FCCC will compose the component FSAs and compute the FSA intersection. An empty intersection implies the existence of conflicting constraints [17]. If such conflict exists, an inconsistency exception will be thrown and handled by the organiser player. The level of intelligence of specific organiser players can vary. It can throw the exception again which will be handled at a higher level of the composition. Alternatively, it can try to apply different protocols combination based on a knowledge set as in the case of an intelligent agent. If it failed to do so, a human intervention is required. How an organiser player specifically deals with the exception is out of scope of this paper.

6. Compatibility checking and run-time monitoring

For a service to play a particular role, the service’s protocol has to be compatible with the role-centric protocol. If none of the available services satisfy the required protocol, the organiser may search for other services or a negotiation and redesign process can be carried out.

**Protocol compatibility checking** is performed when a service is bound to a given role by the organiser. Services interact with each other via role interactions. To enforce the predefined protocols, role interactions are intercepted and checked for conformance. Figure 10 shows the overall architecture of the compatibility checking and run-time monitoring mechanism.
During the compatibility check, the organiser retrieves both the protocol description of the service (e.g. in OWL-S description), and the role-centric protocol. These descriptions are then passed to the FSA Generator tool in the organiser that translates and generates composed FSAs corresponding to those specifications. The two FSAs produced by the FSA Generator are then input into the FSA Compatibility Checker (FCC). Within an FSA, states are nodes and events are edges connecting between nodes. We distinguish between input and output events. The two entities are said to be able to communicate when their FSAs has common events (the intersection of their events is not empty) and the composed FSA has traces to final state(s). Trap state occurs when there exists an output event produced by one component at a certain state is not consumable by the other FSA (i.e. the input event set of the other FSA at a specific state does not contain that output event) [8]. The two entities are compatible when they are able to communicate and their composed FSA does not have any traces of events which lead to trap states.

The run-time monitoring is performed by the Protocol Monitor (PM). The PM is built upon the contract interceptor as described in Section 3. The PM has a composed FSA that expresses the contract’s constraints. When an interaction is intercepted, the PM will check the parameters according to the specification in the where-clauses. For each different value of the parameter, it will generate a new coordination context containing an instance of the composed FSA that tracks the conversation. On the other hand, if the parameter value is already encountered, it will update the existing coordination context’s FSA. The interaction is allowed if it is consistent with the states in the FSA in a specific coordination context. Otherwise the interaction will be rejected and the composite’s organiser is informed of the contract violation.

7. Flexibility of changing protocols

Let us consider the case that the library wants to change its policy so that it pays an order before receiving the delivery of that order. As our approach supports incremental specification, the modification can be performed at run-time by removing unwanted constraints and adding new constraints. In the Buyer-Broker contract protocol given in Figure 5, we remove the constraint BB.3 and add a new constraint to obtain the following (the where-clauses are omitted for simplicity):

```plaintext
contract protocol BB
{
    Broker.order precedes Buyer.orderConfirmation globally;
    Buyer.orderConfirmation precedes Buyer.receiveDelivery globally;
    // Buyer.receiveDelivery leads to Broker.receivePayment globally; // deleted
    Broker.receivePayment precedes Buyer.receivePaymentAck globally;
    Buyer.receivePaymentAck precedes Buyer.receiveDelivery globally; // newly added rule
}
```

The Broker-Vendor contract protocol remains unchanged. After changing the Buyer-Broker contract protocol, the automated aggregation mechanism will check for consistency and create new role-centric views of the protocols in the Buyer and Broker roles.

As dynamic modification of the system can affect any on-going transactions, safe points need to be defined so that the modification requests can only be carried out at these points in order to maintain system’s consistency. When a modification request is received, any incoming transactions will be queued. When all the outstanding transactions reach their final states, the modification request can then be carried out.
8. Related work

The need to add precise specification of protocol into interfaces of software components and Web services has been an active research area in recent years. In this section, we discuss the approaches to composition and coordination in SOC and in component-based software engineering.

In the Web service context, a number of standards have been developed that aim to provide composition and coordination of loosely coupled services. BPEL [18] has become a de facto standard for Web service orchestration. However, as pointed out in the introduction to this paper, BPEL’s imperative programming paradigm means that protocols and their dependencies are hard-coded into the orchestration script. This script cannot cope with arbitrary changes in protocol. In general, BPEL tangles the definition of process with the management of that process (i.e. the orchestration code that defines the process is mixed with code for error handling, performance measurement, and any code for adaptation). IRS and BPEL are of different paradigms. IRS declaratively defines constraints on the occurrence and order of events; whereas BPEL takes an imperative approach by using sequencing constructs (such as switch, while, etc.) to specify a business process.

Standards that address Web service coordination have also gone some way in addressing protocols for both short-term ‘atomic’ and longer term ‘business activity’ transactions. For example, WS-Coordination [19] allows ‘coordination contexts’ to be created in which services can participate. These contexts provide a management framework for specific coordination protocols defined using standards such as WS-Transaction [20]. These standards provided ‘external’ coordination mechanisms to which services in different organisational domains can subscribe. In this paper, on the other hand, the focus is on contract protocols from the perspective of the compositional entity rather than the services themselves, and on the aggregation and generation of those protocols. In this way the ROAD approach is complementary to external mechanisms like WS-Coordination, because the role-centric protocol descriptions in ROAD still need to be mapped to the coordination mechanisms in ‘outside world’. IRS constraints are ‘internal’ to a ROAD composition; hence, IRS specification does not introduce potential interoperability issues with services specification standards. When a service is bound to a role, the organiser generates the mapping from service’s protocol description to FSA and performs the compatibility check. The required mapping will be specific to each specification. There are some work in providing mapping from BPEL to Petri-net [21], and from BPEL to Deterministic FSA [22], we are currently working on the applicability of those approaches.

The SOAP Services Description Language (SSDL) is an extensible XML-based language for specifying service contracts underpinned by the Conditional Message Flows model [23, 24]. SSDL focuses on specifying messages and protocols to describe a SOAP-based Web Service; whereas our approach aims at defining the required protocols internal to a ROAD composition and different software components are dynamically bound to specific roles. Our framework supports and governs the communication among heterogeneous components while SSDL is specific to Web service. In addition, Conditional Message Flows (CMFs) define the message behaviour (protocol) by using Boolean conditions to specify when a message can be sent and received. There are certain advantages in using CMF compared to existing process modelling languages such as BPEL in terms of expressiveness. However, CMF does not support incremental specification of the protocols; hence the protocols have to be redefined if there are changes required at runtime.

WS-CDL (Choreography Description Language) [25] defines “behavioural interface” descriptions for services which are similar to role-centric protocols in ROAD. These descriptions are combined into a global view of the potential message exchanges between two or more services. These descriptions are then used to create code skeletons or BPEL abstract processes. As such, WS-CDL does not define a runtime infrastructure as does ROAD, and does not address runtime changes to protocols.

In the component-based software development area, Canal et al. [26] present a method of using a sugared subset of π-calculus to describe object service protocols and automated checking of protocol interoperability between CORBA objects. Although the π-calculus is expressive and powerful in describing the dynamic behaviour of objects and there are a lot of tool supports, it is difficult to define all possible interactions that are allowed to happen between two interactions of interest. Cho et al. [27] use UML Object Constraint Language (OCL) [28] to specify the pre and post-conditions for each method in the interface specification and use a state machine construct to describe protocols. The interoperability testing framework proposed a useful way to automatically generate test cases to verify the component interaction. However, in their approach, there are strong dependencies between interface specification and the protocol specification, which limits the modification of protocol and reuse of interface specification. Reussner [29] also presents a model of software component
interfaces using an extension of finite state machines. His approach is aimed at facilitating the dynamic adaptation of components during composition. From the linking of provides-interface and requires-interface, a component can adapt its published list of offered functionality in case not all the required external components are available. Similar to our approach, [30] uses temporal operators to specify the interaction constraints of a component relative to other components. Our approach differs from [30] in its ability to specify the dependencies between protocols and to produce consistent aggregated views of protocols. In general, our approach is complementary to the above approaches in that a component can be bound to a role, thus our approach can also provide an interopration framework to integrate software components.

9. Conclusion and Future work

When composing services, it is important to ensure that the component services are matched in terms of not only the interface signature of the operations, but also the protocol specifications of the services. In a service composition, in addition to the point-to-point protocols, the dependencies between multi-party communications are also important. In this paper, we have presented a method to specify the protocols between point-to-point interaction and their dependencies by using Interaction Rule Specification (IRS), an extension of the Specification Pattern System (SPS). Those protocol specifications are then aggregated dynamically by an automated mechanism to produce consistent views of the protocol. This mechanism is provided by the ROAD (Role Oriented Adaptive Design) framework in order to provide the adaptability and flexibility to changing protocols. The extension to ROAD described here also provides a runtime monitoring mechanism so that the conformance to the predefined protocols can be verified dynamically.

The mechanism to translate IRS constraints to FSA and perform consistency checks based on the generated FSAs (ref. Section 5) has been implemented. The compatibility checking between service’s and role’s protocols and run-time monitoring (ref. Section 6) will be completed in the near future. In our prototype, we tried to compose the FSAs of the Broker role-centric protocol as specified in Figure 8; however the run-time overhead is quite substantial and optimisations will need to be done.

IRS is expressive in specifying ordering and occurrence of business events, however, for a business transaction to be viable, time constraints must also be considered [31]. For example, the payment has to be made within 10 days of delivery. Adding time constraints into IRS is one of our priorities.

While the approach described here shows how protocols are defined, checked for compatibility and monitored, further work needs to be done on defining strategies for resolving mismatches between protocols, and creating automatic mechanisms for implementing those strategies. In order to achieve a higher degree of adaptability of protocols, we are investigating two broad approaches. The first is the creation of adapter generation mechanisms between the roles and the services so that the mismatches in the services’ protocols and the required aggregated protocols can be resolved. The second approach is to make changes to the role structure, for example to create additional mediator services that can resolve protocol mismatches. This approach would require an intelligent agent which can reason about and have access to a collection of composition structures and protocol specifications. We will explore these challenges in the future.
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